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(54) CURVED ELASTIC WITH ENTRAPMENT

(57) An apparatus for manufacturing an elastic com-
posite structure (102) includes a first roller (24) config-
ured to transport a web layer (12) in a machine direction
(14) and a laydown guide (42) configured to guide a lay-
down pattern of a plurality of elastic threads (18). A rotary
anvil (32) comprising a first weld line (62) having a first
notch (74) formed in a contact surface (82) of the first
weld line (62), the first notch (74) having a first interior
(89) configured to receive a portion of a first elastic thread
(18) of the plurality of elastic threads (18) and a portion
of the web layer (12) therein. The first notch (74) com-
prises a facing surface (86, 88) defining at least a portion
of the first interior (89). A smallest orientation angle (98,
100) of a first face axis (92) normal to the facing surface
(86, 88) with respect to a contact surface axis (94) normal
to the contact surface (82) is a first angle that is less than
90 degrees.
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Description

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application is a nonprovisional of and
claims the benefit of co-pending U.S. Patent Application
Serial No. 62/896063, filed September 5, 2019, the dis-
closure of which is incorporated herein by reference in
its entirety.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Absorbent sanitary products, such as disposa-
ble diapers, are typically equipped with elastic composite
structures that include one or more elastic threads. These
elastic composite structures are positioned at various lo-
cations throughout the product, including in the waist-
bands, leg cuff regions, and throughout all or portions of
the front or back panels of the product. During the typical
manufacturing process of an elastic composite structure,
the elastic threads are held in a tensioned state and an
adhesive is used to secure the elastic threads between
the two facing layers of non-woven materials or webs.
The tension in the elastic threads is subsequently re-
leased, causing the web material to pucker or fold in the
areas that contain the adhered elastic threads.
[0003] The use of adhesives to bond the elastic threads
within elastic composite structures presents a number of
disadvantages in both the end product and manufactur-
ing method, including costs associated with the consum-
able material and undesirable tactile properties of the
end product (e.g., stiffness). While thermal or ultrasonic
welding techniques have been proposed as alternatives
for bonding elastic threads within an elastic composite
structure, movement or shifting of the elastic threads be-
tween or outside of notches on the anvil during the man-
ufacturing process may result in a given elastic thread
breaking or being unanchored over one or more portions
of its length.
[0004] Accordingly, there is a need for an improved
apparatus and method for fabricating an elastic compos-
ite structure of an absorbent sanitary product that reduc-
es thread breakage and improves the reliability of bonds
that anchor elastic threads in position within an elastic
composite structure.

BRIEF STATEMENT OF THE INVENTION

[0005] Embodiments of the invention relate generally
to absorbent sanitary products and, more particularly, to
an improved apparatus and method for manufacturing
an elastic composite structure including curved elastic
entrapment for use in an absorbent sanitary product.
[0006] In accordance with one aspect of the invention,
an apparatus for manufacturing an elastic composite
structure includes a first roller configured to transport a
web layer in a machine direction and a laydown guide
configured to guide a laydown pattern of a plurality of

elastic threads. A rotary anvil comprises a first weld line
having a first notch formed in a contact surface of the
first weld line, the first notch having a first interior config-
ured to receive a portion of a first elastic thread of the
plurality of elastic threads and a portion of the web layer
therein. The first notch comprises a facing surface defin-
ing at least a portion of the first interior. A smallest ori-
entation angle of a first face axis normal to the facing
surface with respect to a contact surface axis normal to
the contact surface is a first angle that is less than 90
degrees.
[0007] In accordance with another aspect of the inven-
tion, a bonding apparatus assembly for manufacturing
an elastic composite structure comprises a first rotary
anvil comprising a first weld line and comprises a second
rotary anvil comprising a second weld line. The first weld
line includes a first notch formed in a first contact surface
of the first weld line, the first notch having a first interior
configured to receive a first elastic thread and a first por-
tion of a web layer therein. The first notch comprises a
first facing surface defining a portion of the first interior,
and a smallest orientation angle of a first face axis normal
to the first facing surface with respect to a first contact
surface axis normal to a plane of the first contact surface
is a first angle that is less than 90 degrees. The second
weld line comprises a second notch formed in a second
contact surface of the second weld line, the second notch
having a second interior configured to receive a second
elastic thread and a second portion of the web layer there-
in. The second notch comprises a second facing surface
defining a portion of the second interior, and an orienta-
tion angle of a second face axis normal to the second
facing surface with respect to a second contact surface
axis normal to a plane of the second contact surface is
distinct from the smallest orientation angle of the first face
axis.
[0008] In accordance with another aspect of the inven-
tion, a method for manufacturing an elastic composite
structure comprises guiding, in a machine direction, a
first web layer adjacently to a rotary anvil via a first roller
and guiding an elastic thread adjacently to the rotary anvil
via a laydown guide. The rotary anvil comprises a weld
line having a notch formed in a contact surface of the
weld line, the notch having an interior configured to re-
ceive a portion of the elastic thread and a portion of the
first web layer therein. The notch comprises a facing sur-
face defining at least a portion of the interior, and a small-
est orientation angle of a first face axis normal to the
facing surface with respect to a contact surface axis nor-
mal to the contact surface is a first angle that is less than
90 degrees.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0009] The drawings illustrate embodiments presently
contemplated for carrying out the invention.
[0010] In the drawings:
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FIG. 1 is a schematic perspective view of a portion
of a manufacturing line for fabricating an elastic com-
posite structure.

FIG. 2 is a schematic perspective view of a portion
of the manufacturing line of FIG. 1 according to one
embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 3 is a schematic cross-sectional view of a bond-
ing apparatus that is usable with the manufacturing
line of FIG. 1 according to one embodiment of the
invention.

FIG. 4 is a detailed view of a portion of the bonding
apparatus of FIG. 3 illustrating the horn aligned with
an anchoring weld on the rotary anvil, according to
one embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 5 is a flattened representation of an exemplary
anvil pattern usable with the manufacturing line of
FIG. 1 according to one embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 5A is a detailed view of a portion of the rotary
anvil of FIG. 5.

FIG. 6 is a flattened representation of an exemplary
anvil pattern usable with the manufacturing line of
FIG. 1 according to another embodiment of the in-
vention.

FIG. 7 is a cross-sectional view of a portion of a bond-
ing unit usable with the manufacturing line of FIG. 1,
according to one embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 8 is a cross-sectional view of a portion of the
bonding unit of FIG. 7 during insertion of an elastic
strand into a rotary anvil slot according to an embod-
iment.

FIG. 9 is a cross-sectional view of a portion of the
bonding unit of FIG. 7 during insertion of an elastic
strand into a rotary anvil slot according to another
embodiment.

FIG. 10 is a cross-sectional view of a portion of the
bonding unit of FIG. 7 during insertion of an elastic
strand into a rotary anvil slot according to another
embodiment.

FIG. 11 is a cross-sectional view of a portion of the
bonding unit of FIG. 7 during insertion of an elastic
strand into a rotary anvil slot according to another
embodiment.

FIG. 12 is a schematic view of a multi-section rotary
anvil according to an embodiment.

FIG. 13 is a schematic view of a multi-section rotary

anvil according to another embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0011] Embodiments of the present invention provide
for a method and apparatus for manufacturing an elastic
composite structure usable in an absorbent sanitary
product such as, for example, a diaper, disposable adult
pant, or feminine care product.
[0012] During the manufacture of absorbent sanitary
products, it is often desirable to secure elastic threads
between facing layers of non-woven material to form con-
toured or elasticized regions within the product. Such
products are typically manufactured on an assembly or
manufacturing line in which the product moves substan-
tially continually longitudinally in what is referred to as
the "machine direction."
[0013] Referring now to FIG. 1, a portion of an exem-
plary manufacturing line 10 is illustrated according to one
embodiment of the invention. As shown, a first web layer
12 is fed in the machine direction 14. A second web layer
16 is similarly fed in the machine direction 14. First web
layer 12 and second web layer 16 are materials capable
of fusing to one another upon application of an applied
energy that causes one or both of the webs 12, 16 to
soften or melt and join together without the use of an
intermediate layer of adhesive material such as glue. The
facing pair of web layers 12, 16 may be the same type
of material or different materials according to alternative
embodiments. As non-limiting examples, first and sec-
ond web layers 12, 16 may include nonwoven materials,
woven materials, films, foams, and/or composites or lam-
inates of any of these material types.
[0014] One or more elastic threads 18 are positioned
between the first and second web layers 12, 16. While
the below description refers to elastic threads in the plural
form, it is to be understood that the methods described
herein may be used to manufacture an elastic composite
structure that includes a single elastic thread or any
number of multiple elastic threads. The elastic threads
18 travel in the machine direction 14 under tension from
a creel assembly (not shown) or similar device. The elas-
tic threads 18 may be composed of any suitable elastic
material including, for example, sheets, strands or rib-
bons of thermoplastic elastomers, natural or synthetic
rubber, or elastic strands such as LYCRA, as non-limiting
examples. Each elastic thread 18 may be provided in the
form of an individual elastomeric strand or be a manu-
factured multifilament product that includes many indi-
vidual elastomeric filaments joined together, such as by
a dry-spinning manufacturing process, to form a single,
coalesced elastic thread 18.
[0015] Elastic threads 18 may have any suitable cross-
sectional shape that facilitates formation of an elastic
composite structure having desired elasticity, visual aes-
thetic, and manufacturability. As non-limiting examples,
elastic threads 18 may have a cross-sectional shape that
is round, rectangular, square, or irregular as may be the
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case where each elastic thread 18 is a multifilament prod-
uct.
[0016] While first web layer 12 and second web layer
16 are depicted in FIG. 1 and described herein as phys-
ically separate components, it is contemplated that alter-
native embodiments may utilize a unitary web structure
that is folded to capture the elastic threads 18 between
upper and lower layers of the unitary web structure. In
such an embodiment, the portion of the unitary structure
positioned below the elastic threads 18 would be referred
to as the first web layer 12 and the portion of the unitary
structure positioned above the elastic threads 18 would
be referred to as the second web layer 16.
[0017] Manufacturing line 10 includes one or more
feeding assemblies 20 such as guide rollers that are em-
ployed to accurately position and (optionally) tension the
elastic threads 18 as they travel in the machine direction
14 toward a bonding apparatus 22. Immediately up-
stream of the bonding apparatus 22 are one or more as-
semblies that feed and guide the first and second web
layers 12, 16 and the elastic threads 18 into the bonding
apparatus 22. In the illustrated embodiment, these feed-
ing assemblies 20 include an upper roller 24, a lower
roller 26, and a strand guide roller 28 that guide a com-
bined assembly 30 that includes the first web layer 12,
the second web layer 16, and the elastic threads 18 into
the bonding apparatus 22. It is contemplated that rollers
24, 26, 28 may be replaced with other known types of
feeding assemblies and/or replaced by a single roller unit
or other known type of feeding assembly in an alternative
embodiment.
[0018] Bonding apparatus 22 may be any known ultra-
sonic welding system in alternative embodiments, includ-
ing, as non-limiting examples, a rotary ultrasonic welding
system or a blade ultrasonic welding system. In the illus-
trated embodiment, bonding apparatus 22 includes a ro-
tary anvil 32 and an ultrasonic fixed blade horn 34, also
known as a sonotrode, which cooperate with each other
to bond (i.e., fuse) the first web layer 12 to the second
web layer 16. Alternative embodiments may include mul-
tiple fixed blade horns or one or more rotary horns. During
the bonding process the elastic threads 18 are secured
or anchored in position relative to the first and second
web layers 12, 16 as described in detail below.
[0019] Bonding apparatus 22 also includes one or
more frames 36 that support and/or house a motor (not
shown) that drives the ultrasonic horn 34, a vibration con-
trol unit (not shown) that ultrasonically energizes the horn
34 and causes the horn 34 to vibrate, and a second motor
(not shown) that drives the anvil 32. The horn 34 and
anvil 32 are positioned in a spaced relationship relative
to one another to facilitate ultrasonically bonding the first
and second web layers 12, 16 to one another while the
elastic threads 18 are held in tension in the space be-
tween the horn 34 and anvil 32. During the bonding proc-
ess, the first and second web layers 12, 16 are exposed
to an ultrasonic emission from the horn 34 that increases
the vibration of the particles in the first and second web

layers 12, 16. The ultrasonic emission or energy is con-
centrated at specific bond points where frictional heat
fuses the first and second web layers 12, 16 together
without the need for consumable adhesives. While bond-
ing apparatus 22 is described herein as an ultrasonic
bonding assembly that ultrasonically fuses first web layer
12 to second web layer 16, it is contemplated that the
techniques described herein may be extended to any oth-
er known welding or bonding techniques that fuse togeth-
er two or more material layers without the use of adhe-
sive, including sonic, thermal, or pressure bonding tech-
niques and various other forms of welding known in the
industry.
[0020] FIG. 2 is a view of a portion of the manufacturing
line 10 upstream of the ultrasonic bonding apparatus 22
looking into the machine direction 14. As shown, elastic
threads 18 are positioned within a respective guiding sec-
tion 38 of feeding assembly 20 to maintain separation
between the elastic threads 18. Each guiding section 38
may be used to guide a single elastic thread 18 as shown,
or multiple threads 18 in alternative embodiments. In the
illustrated embodiment, guiding section 38 includes
notches 40 that aid in alignment and guiding of the elastic
threads 18. Notches may be v-shaped as shown, have
curved or other alternative geometries, or be omitted en-
tirely in alternative embodiments.
[0021] A portion of the elastic threads 18 is fed outward
from respective guiding sections 38 in the feeding as-
sembly 20 and toward strand guide roller 28. In the illus-
trated embodiment, strand guide roller 28 includes an
array of notches 40 that aid in aligning and guiding the
elastic threads as they are received between the horn 34
and anvil 32. These notches 40 may be evenly spaced
across all of the strand guide roller 28 in the manner
shown or may span only a portion thereof in an alternative
embodiment. In yet other embodiments, the notches 40
may be positioned at uneven intervals along the length
of strand guide roller 28 depending upon design specifi-
cations and the desired placement and spacing of the
elastic threads 18 in the resulting elastic composite struc-
ture. Placement of the elastic threads 18 by the notches
40 allows for linear positioning of the elastic threads 18
along the anvil 32 for elastic sections such as waist or
belly elastic portions.
[0022] Also shown in FIG. 2 is an elastic laydown guide
42 provided with the ability to make side-to-side excur-
sions by an arm 44 that generally travels side to side
(e.g., by a swinging motion) or slides side to side. The
side-to-side excursions of the elastic laydown guide 42
may result a laydown pattern generally including arcuate
segments of elastic strands along the anvil 32 for non-
linear elastic sections such as leg or leg cuff elastic por-
tions or other curved waist elastic portions. Each elastic
laydown guide 42 may guide one or more elastic threads
18 simultaneously. The elastic laydown guide 42 may
also operate to lay down a linear pattern for linear elastic
sections.
[0023] Referring to FIG. 3, anvil 32 is illustrated ac-
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cording to one embodiment of the invention. As shown,
the anvil 32 of includes an arrangement of discrete pro-
jections or welds 46 that extend outward from the anvil
face 48. These welds 46 are constructed to (A) fuse first
and second web layers 12, 16 together and (B) restrain
or anchor the elastic threads 18 in position relative to the
first and second web layers 12, 16 in the manufactured
elastic composite structure. As described in more detail
below, anchoring projections 46 are designed so that an
elastic thread 18 that passes between two adjacent an-
choring projections 46 on the face 48 of anvil 32 is an-
chored in position relative to the first and second web
layers 12, 16 by frictional resistance that prevents the
elastic thread 18 from sliding through the pair of resulting
bonds.
[0024] As illustrated in FIG. 3, a roller assembly 50
includes guide rollers 24, 26, 28 that are employed to
accurately position and (optionally) tension the elastic
threads 18 and the first and second web layers 12, 16
as they travel toward the bonding apparatus 22. It is con-
templated that rollers 24, 26, 28 may be replaced with
other known types of feeding assemblies and/or replaced
by a single roller unit or other known type of feeding as-
sembly in an alternative embodiment.
[0025] The particular size, shape, and general ar-
rangement of anchoring projections 46 as well as the
total number of projections 46 illustrated in FIG. 3 are
intended to depict a representative and non-limiting ex-
ample of an overall pattern of projections 46 on anvil 32.
Alternative embodiments may include any number of pro-
jections 46 arranged in any number of alternative config-
urations to achieve a desired pattern of bonds on the end
product. The respective working surfaces of anchoring
projections 46 may be configured to form bonds of similar
size and shape, or bonds of different size and/or shape
in alternative embodiments. As non-limiting examples,
respective land surfaces of anchoring projections 46 may
be circular, rectangular, crescent shaped, or have irreg-
ular shapes that may be selected to form a desired overall
pattern on the end product. The resulting pattern of bonds
will include one or more anchored zones, which fix one
or more elastic threads 18 under tension in position rel-
ative to the first and second web layers 12, 16.
[0026] In a preferred embodiment the anchoring pro-
jections 46 are formed on anvil 32 using a machining
process that removes bulk material from the anvil 32 to
create the desired raised pattern of projections 46 relative
to the face 48 of the anvil 32. Alternatively, anchoring
projections 46 may be provided on one or more inserts
that are mechanically coupled to the face 48 of the anvil
32.
[0027] Still referring to FIG. 3, the working surface 52
of the horn 34 has a smooth or substantially smooth sur-
face contour in one non-limiting embodiment. Alterna-
tively, working surface 52 may include an arrangement
of projections 46 that mate or align with the pattern of
projections 46 on the anvil 32 to further facilitate fusing
the first web layer 12 to the second web layer 16 and

securing the elastic threads 18 in position relative to the
first and second web layers 12, 16.
[0028] During the manufacturing process, the first and
second web layers 12, 16 are positioned between the
face 48 of the anvil 32 and the working surface 52 of the
horn 34 as shown in FIG. 3. Elastic threads 18 are posi-
tioned between the first and second web layers 12, 16 in
a tensioned state. As generally shown in FIG. 3 and in
further detail in FIG. 4, the position of horn 34 is controlled
to maintain a nip gap 54 between the working surface 52
of horn 34 and the land surfaces 56 of the anchoring
projections 46. The size of the nip gap 54 is determined
based on parameters of the manufacturing process to
facilitate bonding between the first and second web lay-
ers 12, 16. Bonding apparatus 22 may include any known
positioning means 58 that exerts a force on at least one
of the horn 34 and anvil 32 to maintain a desired nip gap
54 between the horn 34 and anvil 32. Positioning means
58 may be an air pressure assembly (not shown) or a
mechanical camshaft (not shown) as non-limiting exam-
ples.
[0029] Anchoring projections 46 may have a planar
working surface, planar side surfaces, or some mixture
of curved and straight working and side surfaces in al-
ternative embodiments. In the embodiment illustrated in
FIG. 4, the land surface 56 of anchoring projection 46
has planar working and side surfaces. In alternative em-
bodiments where the land surface 56 has an arced or
curved surface profile, this curved profile permits the first
and second web layers 12, 16 to slip relative to the face
48 of the anvil 32 during the bonding process and thus
allows the velocity at which the combined assembly 30
including tensioned elastic strands 18 and first and sec-
ond web layers 12, 16 is advanced toward the bonding
apparatus 22 to be increased or decreased relative to
the rotational velocity of the anvil 32. When the combined
web/thread assembly 30 is advanced at a velocity greater
than the velocity of the anvil 32, the resulting bonds are
spaced apart by a distance greater than the radial spac-
ing between of adjacent projections 46 on the anvil face
48. Similarly, slowing the feed rate of the combined
web/thread assembly 30 relative to the velocity of the
anvil 32 will result in bonds that are spaced apart by a
distance less than the radial spacing between of adjacent
projections 46 on the anvil face 48. The velocity mismatch
or differential between web speed and anvil velocity can
be controlled to accommodate size changes in the end
product. As a result, the bonding of an elastic composite
for one size diaper may be carried out with little or no
slip, while the bonding of an elastic composite for a larger
or smaller diaper may be carried out with a larger amount
of slip. A manufacturing line 10 outfitted with an anvil that
includes projections 46 with curved surface profiles thus
provides for dynamic size changing without having to
change the tooling set-up of the manufacturing line, as
the same anvil can be used to manufacture multiple sizes
of elastic composite structures for use in different sized
products.
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[0030] FIG. 5 is a flattened representation of the cir-
cumferential face 48 of anvil 32 according to an embod-
iment where anvil 32 includes a pattern of projections 60
that form anchored zones. The pattern of projections 60
includes multiple anchoring weld lines 62 that are spaced
apart from one another along the circumferential axis 64
of the anvil face 48. The anchoring weld lines 62 define
an anchoring region 66 of the projection pattern 60. As
with anchoring projections 46 above, in a preferred em-
bodiment, the anchoring weld lines 62 are formed on anvil
32 using a machining process that removes bulk material
from the anvil 32 to create the desired raised pattern of
anchoring weld lines 62 relative to the face 48 of the anvil
32. Alternatively, anchoring weld lines 62 may be provid-
ed on one or more inserts that are mechanically coupled
to the face 48 of the anvil 32.
[0031] FIG. 5 illustrates anchoring weld lines 62 that
extend across substantially the entire longitudinal direc-
tion 68 of the rotary anvil 32 (e.g., lines 62A) as well as
shorter anchoring weld lines 62 (e.g., lines 62B) that only
partially extend along the longitudinal direction. The lon-
gitudinal direction 68 generally extends in the cross-ma-
chine direction. The bonds or joints formed by the section
of the rotary anvil 32 absent the anchoring weld lines 62B
are spaced farther apart than the bonds formed by the
section including the anchoring weld lines 62B. The clos-
er-spaced bond joints formed by the section including
the anchoring weld lines 62B may be preferred when
bonding the elastic threads 18 and first and second web
layers 12, 16 (not shown in FIG. 5; see FIGS. 1, 2, 3, for
example) together in a waist cap portion of the elastic
web. However, the spacing between adjacent anchoring
weld lines 62 as well as the length and placement of each
anchoring weld line 62 along the longitudinal direction 68
may be subject to the design of the bond pattern desired
in the finished product.
[0032] As shown more specifically in the detailed view
provided in FIG. 5A, each weld line 62 contains a pattern
of discrete projections 70, 72 that extend outward away
from the face 48 of the anvil 32. The projections 70, 72
are spaced apart from one another, by a notch 74 that is
defined by the width of a gap 76 positioned between a
given pair of adjacent projections 70, 72. The width or
size of the gap 76 may anchor one or more elastic threads
18 between adjacent bonds formed by projections 70, 72
such that the elastic thread(s) 18 is held tightly between
the adjacent bonds. In this manner, for example, the ad-
jacent bonds constrain the elastic thread(s) 18 such that
the elastic thread(s) 18 is retained between the adjacent
bonds in the case of a breakage of the elastic thread(s)
18.
[0033] Anvil 32 may in addition or alternatively include
one or more projections that are referred to herein as
laminating or non-anchoring projections 78. As illustrated
in FIG. 5, a plurality of lamination projections 78 are
shown in a lamination portion 80 of one of the anchoring
weld lines 62A. Lamination projections 78, similar to the
restraining or anchoring projections 70, 72, fuse first and

second web layers 12, 16 to one another. Laminating
projections 78 differ from anchoring projections 70, 72
because they do not anchor the elastic threads 18 in po-
sition relative to the first and second web layers 12, 16.
Accordingly, a broken elastic thread 18 will contract out
of the gap between the adjacent lamination weld bonds
in contrast to that described above with respect to the
anchoring weld bonds. Such laminating projections 78
are advantageous when laminating the first and second
web layers 12, 16 in areas designed for elastic deactiva-
tion in which the elastic threads 18 are purposely broken
in order to create a non-elastic portion of the bonded web
layers 12, 16. While only a few of the lamination projec-
tions 78 are illustrated in FIG. 5, embodiments of the
invention contemplate the use or non-use of any number
and placement of the lamination projections 78.
[0034] Referring again to FIG. 5A, it is contemplated
that the contact surfaces 82 of the projections 70, 72 may
have different geometries in alternative embodiments.
As non-limiting examples, projections 70, 72 may be cir-
cular, rectangular, crescent shaped, or have irregular
shapes that may be selected to form a desired overall
pattern on the end product. In yet another embodiment,
corresponding projections 70, 72 of adjacent weld lines
62 may be aligned with one another in a line parallel to
the circumferential axis 64 (FIG. 5). Alternatively, projec-
tions 70, 72 of sequential weld lines 62 may be offset
from one another in the cross-machine direction thereby
defining a stepped or non-linear passage through the
bond lines that are formed on the first and second web
layers 12, 16.
[0035] FIG. 6 illustrates a non-linear arrangement of
the anchoring weld lines 62 according to another embod-
iment of the invention. A sinusoidal pattern is shown that,
when the elastic threads 18 (FIG. 1) and first and second
web layers 12, 16 (FIG. 1) are bonded together, creates
a distinctive gathering pattern as compared with the gath-
ering pattern formed using the linear arrangement shown
in FIG. 5. It is contemplated that other arrangement pat-
terns may be formed into the anchoring weld lines 62 in
other embodiments of the invention. Such other arrange-
ment patterns may bond the elastic threads 18 and first
and second web layers 12, 16 together in geometric or
other patterns arranged in straight lines, curved lines, or
otherwise arranged to create logos, pictures, other con-
tinuous and repeating patterns, or other designs on the
end product.
[0036] Referring now to FIG. 7, a cross-sectional view
of a portion of the anvil 32 and horn 34 is provided ac-
cording to one embodiment of the invention. As shown,
the face 48 of the anvil 32 includes a weld line 62 that is
defined by at least one notch 74, which is positioned be-
tween a corresponding pair of projections 70, 72. While
only one instance of a notch 74 and corresponding pair
of projections 70, 72 is illustrated in FIG. 7, it is contem-
plated that each weld line 62 on the anvil 32 may alter-
natively include multiple notches 74, with each notch 74
similarly arranged between a corresponding pair of pro-
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jections 70, 72. In the embodiment shown, notch 74 has
a u-shaped geometry defined by a bottom surface 84 and
facing surfaces 86, 88 of the projections 70, 72. Surfaces
84, 86, 88 also define an interior 89 of the notch 74. Fac-
ing surfaces 86, 88 are oriented such that an angle 90
of an axis 92 (e.g., a face axis) normal to the surfaces
86, 88 is orthogonal with respect to an axis 94 (e.g., a
contact surface axis) normal to the land surfaces 56 or
contact surface 82. One or more of surfaces 84, 86, 88
may be planar, as shown, or curved in alternative em-
bodiments.
[0037] During the manufacturing process, the first and
second web layers 12, 16 are positioned between the
face 48 of the anvil 32 and the face 96 of the horn 34. An
elastic thread 18 is positioned between the first and sec-
ond web layers 12, 16 in a tensioned state and aligned
above notch 74. As shown in FIG. 8, as elastic thread 18
is inserted into notch 74, second web layer 16 is pulled
into notch 74. The orientation of the surfaces 86, 88, when
in an orthogonal orientation with respect to the land sur-
faces 56 as shown, allows the first web layer 12 to create
slanted surfaces within the notch 74 that allow the elastic
thread 18 to slip out of the notch 74, especially when
creating curved elastic sections as shown in FIG. 2 where
the tension on elastic thread 18 tends to pull the thread
18 toward the right of FIG. 8 as the elastic laydown guide
42 (FIG. 1) rotates to the right. A similar situation can
occur when the elastic laydown guide 42 rotates to the
left.
[0038] Accordingly, an improved notch geometry is il-
lustrated in FIG. 9. As illustrated, facing surfaces 86 and
88 are oriented in a non-vertical direction such that the
elastic forces acting on the first web layer 12 and notch
surfaces 84, 88 tend to keep the elastic strand 18 within
the notch 74. As indicated by the smallest angle 98 be-
tween axis 92 and axis 94, the orientation of the facing
surfaces 86, 88 is less than 90 degrees with respect to
the contact surfaces 82 or land surfaces 56 of the pro-
jections 70, 72.
[0039] The side-to-side excursions of the elastic lay-
down guide 42 can pull the elastic thread 18 to one side
of the notch 74 or the other. As illustrated in FIG. 9, the
elastic thread 18 is seated toward the lower, right corner
of the notch 74 that would be caused, for example, by
the elastic laydown guide 42 being farther toward the
right of the rotary anvil 32 than the position illustrated in
FIG. 9 for the elastic thread 18 and by the tension of the
elastic thread 18. In general, the farther the elastic lay-
down guide 42 is to one side or the other of the respective
notch 74 and the stronger the elastic tension, the farther
the elastic thread 18 will be pulled or forced into a re-
spective corner of the notch 74. Embodiments of the in-
vention, including the angled facing surface 88, minimiz-
es slipping of the elastic thread 18 out of the notch 74.
[0040] FIG. 10 also illustrates that the orientation of
the facing surfaces 86, 88 is less than 90 degrees with
respect to the contact surfaces 82 or land surfaces 56 of
the projections 70, 72. An alternate bottom surface 84 is

also illustrated as being curved or rounded, which can
be more fitting to the rounded elastic thread 18 than a
flat surface.
[0041] As illustrated in FIGS. 9 and 10, the orientation
of the axis 94 of the facing surfaces 86, 88 can be at the
same smallest angle 98 with respect to axis 92 that is
less than 90 degrees. However, as shown in FIG. 11,
different orientation angles 98, 100 are contemplated
where both angles 98, 100 are distinct but less than 90
degrees with respect to the contact surfaces 82 of the
projections 70, 72. The bottom surface 84 can also be
eliminated as illustrated in FIG. 11. For example, the fac-
ing surfaces 86, 88 may intersect one another at the max-
imum depth of the notch 74.
[0042] It is contemplated that the orientation of the fac-
ing surfaces 86, 88 of each notch 74 in the anchoring
weld line 62 can vary and be independent of one another.
Furthermore, the orientation of the facing surfaces 86,
88 of each notch 74 in adjacent anchoring weld lines 62
can be different along the circumference of the rotary
anvil 32. For instance, in one section of the rotary anvil
32 where the elastic forces of the elastic threads 18 will
tend to pull the threads 18 to the right due to their place-
ment via the elastic laydown guide 42, the orientation of
the facing surfaces 86, 88 of the notches 74 can be as
illustrated in any of FIGS. 9, 10, or 11 or in any combi-
nation thereof. In another section of the rotary anvil 32
where the elastic forces of the elastic threads 18 will tend
to pull the threads 18 to the left due to their placement
via the elastic laydown guide 42, the orientation of the
facing surfaces 86, 88 of the notches 74 can be in a mir-
rored orientation with respect to that illustrated in FIGS.
9, 10, or 11. The orientation of the notch facing surfaces
86, 88 can thus swing from a rightward elastic force ori-
entation to a leftward elastic force orientation along the
circumference of the rotary anvil 32 including an orien-
tation in which the facing surfaces 86, 88 are vertically
oriented. Accordingly, different sections of the rotary anvil
32 can be prepared to accept curved elastic portions or
straight elastic portions as desired.
[0043] FIG. 12 illustrates a schematic view of the rotary
anvil 32 having such different sections. An elastic web
102 usable in the formation of a front or back portion of
a disposable product such as a diaper includes a waist
cap elastic portion 104, a belly elastic portion 106, and
a leg elastic portion 108. The waist cap elastic portion
104 can include a dense portion of elastic threads elastic
thread 18 such that adjacent notches 74 of the anchoring
weld lines 62 are used. For example, referring to FIG. 5,
all eight notches 74 of anchoring weld lines 62B together
with the corresponding notches 74 in the adjacent weld
lines 62A may be used; however, it is contemplated that
a fewer number of elastic threads 18 may be used. The
belly elastic portion 106 can include a less-dense portion
of elastic threads elastic thread 18 such that one or more
empty notches 74 may exist between used notches 74
of the anchoring weld lines 62.
[0044] The waist cap elastic portion 104 and the belly
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elastic portion 106 may have a corresponding waist cap
anvil portion 110 and belly anvil portion 112 on the rotary
anvil 32, respectively. Since the elastic threads 18 laid
down in the waist cap anvil portion 110 and the belly anvil
portion 112 are substantially straight, it is not necessary
to use a pivoting elastic laydown guide 42 in these areas
but to use the notches 74 in the strand guide roller 28;
however, a pivoting elastic laydown guide 42 may be
used and held in a static position according to an em-
bodiment. Furthermore, the notches 74 in the waist cap
anvil portion 110 and the belly anvil portion 112 may be
oriented in a vertical orientation as shown in FIG. 7 if no
curves are expected to the elastic threads 18 in these
regions.
[0045] A leg anvil portion 114 of the rotary anvil 32
corresponding to the leg elastic portion 108 may have
the notches 74 of the anchoring weld lines 62 angled and
varying as disclosed herein. For example, the notches
74 may be formed as shown in any of FIGS. 9-11 or the
like. Furthermore, as indicated for the leg elastic portion
108 shown in FIG. 12, the elastic threads 18 are placed
in this region in a curved manner extending from an inside
edge 116 of the leg elastic portion 108 toward an outside
edge 118 thereof. While traveling in the machine direction
14, the elastic threads 18 are moved from the inside edge
116 toward the outside edge 118 in a first leg portion 120
and from the outside edge 118 toward the inside edge
116 in a second leg portion 122. In a running web oper-
ation, second leg portion 122 immediately precedes the
first leg portion 120 to create a continuous curved elastic
region meant to border the leg opening to be formed
therein.
[0046] The portion of the anchoring weld lines 62 cor-
responding with the first leg portion 120 may have their
notches 74 angled oppositely to those corresponding
with the second leg portion 122 to account for a change
in the direction of the elastic force as the elastic threads
18 are positioned by the elastic laydown guide(s) 42. Fur-
thermore, the angles of the notches 74 may change or
vary within a leg portion 120, 122 to become more or less
acute as needed. For example, as an elastic force be-
comes stronger as the rotary anvil 32 rotates, the an-
gles/orientations of the corresponding notches 74 may
become increasingly acute.
[0047] While FIG. 12 illustrates a single rotary anvil 32
having multiple sections (e.g., 110, 112, 114), embodi-
ments of the invention include separate anvils having cor-
respondingly-formed anchoring weld lines 62 that are po-
sitioned adjacently to one another. In a preferred embod-
iment, the separate anvils have a similar circumference,
are positioned adjacently to one another, and are con-
figured to rotate about a common rotation axis. The sep-
arate anvils may share a same axle, for example. How-
ever, the patterns and orientations of the anchoring weld
lines 62 on each anvil may be distinct.
[0048] FIG. 13 illustrates a schematic view of the rotary
anvil 32 having mirrored sections such that waist cap
anvil portion 110 is bordered on both sides by belly anvil

portions 112, which are in turn bordered by leg anvil por-
tions 114. Accordingly, different configurations of the an-
vil portions corresponding with straight/curved sections
of the elastic web 102 are contemplated herein according
to the desired design.
[0049] As indicated herein, the curved elastic threads
18 such as those illustrated in the leg elastic portion 108
are held in place via ultrasonic bonding, and no adhesive
is necessary. Subsequent processing of the elastic web
102 can include cutting the elastic web 102 into discrete
sections and also cutting along lines 124 (FIG. 12) to
form leg openings and to cut away portions of the elastic
threads 18 extending between the first and second leg
portions 120, 122.
[0050] Therefore, according to one embodiment of the
invention, an apparatus for manufacturing an elastic
composite structure includes a first roller configured to
transport a web layer in a machine direction and a lay-
down guide configured to guide a laydown pattern of a
plurality of elastic threads. A rotary anvil comprises a first
weld line having a first notch formed in a contact surface
of the first weld line, the first notch having a first interior
configured to receive a portion of a first elastic thread of
the plurality of elastic threads and a portion of the web
layer therein. The first notch comprises a facing surface
defining at least a portion of the first interior. A smallest
orientation angle of a first face axis normal to the facing
surface with respect to a contact surface axis normal to
the contact surface is a first angle that is less than 90
degrees.
[0051] In accordance with another embodiment of the
invention, a bonding apparatus assembly for manufac-
turing an elastic composite structure comprises a first
rotary anvil comprising a first weld line and comprises a
second rotary anvil comprising a second weld line. The
first weld line includes a first notch formed in a first contact
surface of the first weld line, the first notch having a first
interior configured to receive a first elastic thread and a
first portion of a web layer therein. The first notch com-
prises a first facing surface defining a portion of the first
interior, and a smallest orientation angle of a first face
axis normal to the first facing surface with respect to a
first contact surface axis normal to a plane of the first
contact surface is a first angle that is less than 90 de-
grees. The second weld line comprises a second notch
formed in a second contact surface of the second weld
line, the second notch having a second interior config-
ured to receive a second elastic thread and a second
portion of the web layer therein. The second notch com-
prises a second facing surface defining a portion of the
second interior, and an orientation angle of a second face
axis normal to the second facing surface with respect to
a second contact surface axis normal to a plane of the
second contact surface is distinct from the smallest ori-
entation angle of the first face axis.
[0052] In accordance with another embodiment of the
invention, a method for manufacturing an elastic com-
posite structure comprises guiding, in a machine direc-
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tion, a first web layer adjacently to a rotary anvil via a first
roller and guiding an elastic thread adjacently to the rotary
anvil via a laydown guide. The rotary anvil comprises a
weld line having a notch formed in a contact surface of
the weld line, the notch having an interior configured to
receive a portion of the elastic thread and a portion of
the first web layer therein. The notch comprises a facing
surface defining at least a portion of the interior, and a
smallest orientation angle of a first face axis normal to
the facing surface with respect to a contact surface axis
normal to the contact surface is a first angle that is less
than 90 degrees.
[0053] While the invention has been described in detail
in connection with only a limited number of embodiments,
it should be readily understood that the invention is not
limited to such disclosed embodiments. Rather, the in-
vention can be modified to incorporate any number of
variations, alterations, substitutions or equivalent ar-
rangements not heretofore described, but which are com-
mensurate with the spirit and scope of the invention. Ad-
ditionally, while various embodiments of the invention
have been described, it is to be understood that aspects
of the invention may include only some of the described
embodiments. Accordingly, the invention is not to be
seen as limited by the foregoing description but is only
limited by the scope of the appended claims.

Claims

1. An apparatus for manufacturing an elastic composite
structure (102), the apparatus comprising:

a first roller (24) configured to transport a web
layer (12) in a machine direction (14);
a laydown guide (42) configured to guide a lay-
down pattern of a plurality of elastic threads (18);
a rotary anvil (32) comprising a first weld line
(62) having a first notch (74) formed in a contact
surface (82) of the first weld line (62), the first
notch (74) having a first interior (89) configured
to receive a portion of a first elastic thread (18)
of the plurality of elastic threads (18) and a por-
tion of the web layer (12) therein;
wherein the first notch (74) comprises a facing
surface (86, 88) defining at least a portion of the
first interior (89); and
wherein a smallest orientation angle (98, 100)
of a first face axis (92) normal to the facing sur-
face (86, 88) with respect to a contact surface
axis (94) normal to the contact surface (82) is a
first angle that is less than 90 degrees.

2. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the facing surface
(86, 88) is a first facing surface (86) defining a first
portion of the first interior (89); and
wherein the first notch (74) further comprises a sec-
ond facing surface (88) defining a second portion of

the first interior (89).

3. The apparatus of claim 2, wherein the first facing
surface (86) is parallel to the second facing surface
(88).

4. The apparatus of claim 2, wherein the second facing
surface (88) is opposite the first facing surface (86),
and
wherein the first notch (74) further comprises a bot-
tom surface (84) extending between the first and sec-
ond facing surfaces (86, 88) and defining a third por-
tion of the first interior (89).

5. The apparatus of claim 2, wherein the first facing
surface (86) intersects the second facing surface
(86, 88).

6. The apparatus of claim 1, further comprising:

a second notch (74) formed in the contact sur-
face (82) of the first weld line (62), the second
notch (74) having a second interior (89) config-
ured to receive a portion of a second elastic
thread (18) of the plurality of elastic threads (18)
and a second portion of the web layer (12) there-
in;
wherein the second notch (74) comprises a sec-
ond facing surface (86, 88) defining at least a
portion of the second interior (89); and
wherein a smallest orientation angle (98, 100)
of a second face axis (92) normal to the second
facing surface (86, 88) with respect to the con-
tact surface axis (94) is a second angle that is
less than 90 degrees.

7. The apparatus of claim 6, wherein the smallest ori-
entation angle (98, 100) of the first face axis (92) is
distinct from the smallest orientation angle (98, 100)
of the second face axis (92).

8. The apparatus of claim 6 further comprising a second
weld line (62) comprising:

a third notch (74) having a third interior (89)
formed in a contact surface (82) of the second
weld line (62);
wherein the third notch (74) comprises a third
facing surface (86, 88) defining at least a portion
of the third interior (89);
wherein a smallest orientation angle (98, 100)
of a third face axis (92) normal to the third facing
surface (86, 88) with respect to the contact sur-
face axis (94) is a third angle that is less than
90 degrees; and
wherein the smallest orientation angle (98, 100)
of the third face axis (92) is distinct from the
smallest orientation angle (98, 100) of the first
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face axis (92).

9. The apparatus of claim 8 further comprising a third
weld line (62) comprising a fourth notch (74) having
a fourth interior (89) formed in a contact surface (82)
of the third weld line (62); and
wherein a length of the third weld line (62) in a cross
direction orthogonal to the machine direction (14) is
shorter than a length of the first and second weld
lines (62) in the cross direction.

10. The apparatus of claim 8, wherein the third notch
(74) has a third interior (89) configured to receive a
second portion of the first elastic thread (18) and a
third portion of the web layer (12) therein.

11. The apparatus of claim 6, wherein the first weld line
(62) further comprises:

a third notch (74) formed in the contact surface
(82) of the first weld line (62), the third notch (74)
having a third interior (89) configured to receive
a portion of a third elastic thread (18) of the plu-
rality of elastic threads (18) and a third portion
of the web layer (12) therein;
wherein the third notch (74) comprises a third
facing surface (86, 88) defining at least a portion
of the third interior (89); and
wherein an orientation angle (98, 100) of a third
face axis (92) normal to the third facing surface
(86, 88) with respect to the contact surface axis
(94) is a third angle.

12. A method for manufacturing an elastic composite
structure (102) comprising:

guiding, in a machine direction (14), a first web
layer (12) adjacently to a rotary anvil (32) via a
first roller (24);
guiding an elastic thread (18) adjacently to the
rotary anvil (32) via a laydown guide (42);
wherein the rotary anvil (32) comprises a weld
line (62) having a notch (74) formed in a contact
surface (82) of the weld line (62), the notch (74)
having an interior (89) configured to receive a
portion of the elastic thread (18) and a portion
of the first web layer (12) therein;
wherein the notch (74) comprises a facing sur-
face (86, 88) defining at least a portion of the
interior (89); and
wherein a smallest orientation angle (98, 100)
of a first face axis (92) normal to the facing sur-
face (86, 88) with respect to a contact surface
axis (94) normal to the contact surface (82) is a
first angle that is less than 90 degrees.

13. The method of claim 12 further comprising guiding
the elastic thread (18) to create a nonlinear elastic

thread pattern.

14. The method of claim 12 further comprising bonding
a second web layer (16) to the first web layer (12)
via a horn (34) positioned adjacently to the contact
surface (82) of the weld line (62).

15. The method of claim 12 further comprising control-
ling the laydown guide (42) to pull the elastic thread
(18) toward a corner of the notch (74).
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